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BCM Institute

- Started in January 2005.
- Provide competency based BC-DR training to all levels.
- Certify BC-DR professionals globally.
- Started Certification programme in April 2007.
- More than 1500 professionals from 850 organizations and 40 countries.

www bcm institute org
Professional Certification

Business Continuity

IT Disaster Recovery

BCM Audit

Membership
Agenda

• What is Happening in 2010?
• BCM and DR
  – Planning Methodology
  – Standards
  – Organization and Professional BCM Roadmap
  – Resources
THE RECENT MONTHS .....
Icelandic Volcano Eruption
14 to 25 April 2010
BP Gulf Oil Spill
Since 20 April 2010
Political Protest in Bangkok
May 2010
Flood in Singapore
16 June 2010
Typhoon Megi
22 to 24 Oct 2010
Business Continuity Management Back-to-Basic

www.bcm-institute.org
BCM Planning Methodology

http://en.bcmpedia.org/wiki/ BCM_Planning_Process_or_Methodology
BCM Planning Methodology with BCM Standards

BS 25999

NFPA 1600

ANZ 5050

SS 540
BCM Body of Knowledge (BoK)

BCM Body of Knowledge (BCM BoK) consists of 7 Subject Areas.

- **BoK 1**  
  - Project Management

- **Bok 2**  
  - Risk Analysis and Review

- **Bok 3**  
  - Business Impact Analysis

- **Bok 4**  
  - Recovery Strategy

- **Bok 5**  
  - Plan Development

- **Bok 6**  
  - Testing and Exercising

- **Bok 7**  
  - Program Management

The training curriculum for all BCM Institute’s courses is based on this BCM Body of Knowledge (BCM BoK).

BCMPedia

- Based on Wikipedia-inspired information portal.
- Cater for Business Continuity (BC) and Disaster Recovery (DR) Learning.
- Provide professionals with updated information and knowledge of at their fingertips for:
  - BC
  - DR
  - Pandemic Flu
  - BCM Audit

www.bcmpedia.org
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Disaster Recovery
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BCM Audit

www.bcmpedia.org
Welcome to the BCM Institute’s BC and DR Forum
This global site is a virtual meeting place that provides a platform for all Business Continuity Management (BCM) and Disaster Recovery (DR) Community members to share their current events, experiences and issues, locate from a calendar of global BCM and DR events, and download documents of related topics. Currently, this forum is subscribed by professionals from more than 50 countries.

This open forum welcomes all professionals and kindly be informed that there is no restriction to non-BCM Institute’s certified BCM or DR professionals. The Forum Manager reserved the right to reject any unsolicited applicants and messages deemed as unsolicited. Please report any unsolicited emails to the Forum Manager from BCM Institute.

80% Asian and Middle Eastern BCM and DR Professionals
• Exchange of information and experiences
Training Roadmap to Implementing and Managing BCM

Benchmarked Against BCM International Standards

- BCM 5000: Implementing and Managing BCM
- BCM 8040: BCM Lead Auditor
- DRP 5000: Implementing and Managing IT DRP
- BCM 100: BCM for Senior Mgt
- BCM 354: Implementing Business Continuity Management

Organizational Compliance
Management Level Competency
Organizational Level Competency
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